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knowledge, it becomes a highly valuable assistance in their attain- 
ment. 
4. Accurate pronunciation should be early taught, or otherwise it
is not apt to be ever acquired. Of the means of teaching pronunci- 
ation, none is so thorough as phonography. Being based on an 
accurate analysis of the sounds of our language, and representing 
sounds only, each word as written represents its pronunciation, 
whether good or ill. If the pupil has a false pronunciation, it will 
be detected in his writing, and the true can be enforced by the teacher. 
So that instruction in phonography becomes at the same time in- 
struction in pronunciation, and for this reason should be early taught. 
5. The phonographic writing signs being strict geometrical forms-- 
straight lines and curves--and emanding accuracy of formation to 
ensure legibility, practice in phonography is an aid to the acquisition 
of ordinary writing, and, it may be added, of elementary drawing. 
It gives that steadiness, and yet freedom, of movement in the hand 
indispensable in those arts. It is of common observation that a 
graceful writer of phonography is likely to be a graceful writer of 
longhand. While phonography thus aids in forming, it also aids in 
preserving, our ordinary writing from deterioration. The necessity 
of writing rapidly, to which our common longhand is quite unequal, 
ends in many cases in making it ungraceful and illegible. I f  the 
young were taught phonography, that could be used for all occasions 
where swift writing was needed, and the longhand need no longer be 
put to a strain so destructive of its character. 
6. :Finally, it is only through early instruction tllat the possibilities 
of phonography, as a means of swift writing, can be developed. We 
do not anticipate perfection in any other art demanding technical 
skill, say in common longhand, or on a musical instrument, unless 
practice is begun in childhood. So as it respects phonography, if 
taught as an elementary branch, and in early youth, we may be cer- 
tain that a rapidity would be attained, both in reading and writing itp 
of which at present we have no examples. 
Hardening Zinc.--Stummer's Engineer ecommends the addition 
of from ten to twelve per cent. of chloride of ammonium to melted zinc, 
in order to give it a considerable increase of hardness.--Zeit, des 
Arch.- u. Ing.- Verein, xxiii, 3. C. 
